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Abstract
In order to improve the effectiveness of semantic information retrieval, the improved fish swarm algorithm is proposed to carry out semantic information retrieval. Firstly, the system of semantic information retrieval is designed, and theory model of search engine is established. Secondly, the information retrieval model based on semantic similarity is constructed, and the mathematical model is deduced. Thirdly, the improved fish algorithm is established, and the analysis procedure of it is designed. Finally, the simulation analysis of semantic information retrieval is carried out, results show that the proposed model can obtain higher classification accuracy, precision rare and recall rate, therefore it has higher performance on semantic information retrieval.
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1 Introduction
With the rapid development of information technology, the scale and quantity of Web information are growing rapidly. At the same time, the development of network technology is also changing with each passing day. The Internet is
gradually moving towards the next generation of knowledge network, and the organization and description of network information will show a new look. Therefore, the research on the new generation of information retrieval technology is very pioneering and challenging. It has attracted the participation of many organizations and individuals at home and abroad. Information retrieval system that is named as search engine is one of the most numerous and widely used applications on the Internet today. However, most users have not received professional training, and constructed low quality query is difficult to accurately reflect the information needs, it seriously affects the accuracy of retrieval results. How to obtain as high information retrieval performance as possible with as little computation in low quality query environment is a hot topic in the field of information retrieval [1].

Since the founder of the Internet T. Berners-Lee put forward the concept of semantic Web, a series of related studies have been carried out in an all-round way. Using ontology as a tool to describe information semantics on the web has become the consensus of many researchers, and various research and applications based on ontology have also emerged. At the same time, in the field of information retrieval, the research on semantic Web oriented and information semantic processing has also begun to attract people’s attention. For example, R. Navigli and P. Velardi believed that the semantic information expansion query using ontology is more effective than the traditional synonym or synonym based expansion after analyzing the ontology based query expansion strategy. A. Abdelali used bilingual ontology dictionary to replace the conventional bilingual dictionary in cross language information retrieval, and obtains equivalent results [2].

In the research of “How Net”, researchers also tried to solve the similarity and relevance of words and sentences from the perspective of semantic. In the field of digital library, professional librarians arrange the important terms in a professional field according to the semantic hierarchy and use the generated thesaurus for semantic retrieval. However, at present, semantic retrieval mainly realized concept level retrieval with the help of interactive term tips in the retrieval process, and did not consider other information such as concept attribute description. This concept based semantic retrieval method often could not meet the actual needs. Therefore, we use ontology to describe and characterize the semantics of user queries and documents, propose corresponding processing methods for the concepts and attributes in the retrieval, and realized the core algorithm of semantic retrieval by calculating the similarity of semantic vectors composed of concepts and attributes [3].
Semantic information retrieval based on relevance feedback understands the most interesting features of current users by analyzing the user’s feedback information, and dynamically adjusts the feature weight of the semantic information in the retrieval process, so that the retrieval gradually develops in the direction of user interest and finally meets the user’s requirements. This is a process of gradual refinement. In recent years, the intelligent algorithms have been applied in semantic information retrieval, such as particle swarm optimization algorithm, ant colony algorithm, cuckoo algorithm, and genetic algorithm, the existing algorithms have superior search performance and faster convergence speed, but they are easy to fall into local solutions. In this research, the improved fish swarm algorithm is established to carry out semantic information retrieval. Artificial fish swarm algorithm is an optimization method based on animal autonomous body model according to the behavior characteristics of fish swarm. It is a new optimization strategy designed from bottom to top. The improved fish swarm optimization algorithm has superior search performance and faster convergence speed, but it is easy to fall into local solutions. AFSA belongs to intelligent bionics algorithm. Because the random initialization mechanism of population is introduced, improved fish swarm algorithm has less dependence on initial parameters than other algorithms. In this paper, the improved particle swarm optimization algorithm and relevance feedback are used to narrow the gap between low-level features and high-level semantic information, which changes the previous computer-centered retrieval process, and user-centered retrieval can better meet the needs of users. The improved fish swarm algorithm can effectively improve semantic information retrieval effect [4]. The improved fish swarm algorithm can improve the computing efficiency and accuracy of semantic information retrieval.

2 System of Semantic Information Retrieval

Semantic information retrieval actually applies the semantic relationship reflected in ontology to the annotation and retrieval of information resources. Specifically, it realizes information retrieval at the semantic level through the analysis and reasoning of relevant documents, and communicates with users in an appropriate form and friendly interface. Semantic information retrieval includes ontology document retrieval, instance retrieval and semantic relationship retrieval.

Ontology document retrieval is to find ontology document with specified classes and attributes in the constructed ontology. There are many different methods to realize ontology document retrieval. One method is to transform
the ontology document to make it suitable for ordinary search engines, that is, through the processing of RDF or OWL documents, the matching ordinary search engines can index and retrieve it, and play the role of semantic information because of its description of information. Another method is to study ontology based search methods and technologies, such as building a specific searcher for a website or directly using jena2 searcher. The system uses the searcher to search specific semantic web documents, extracts the metadata and information in these documents, and stores them in the database. The database supports the query of a specific class or attribute [5].

Case retrieval is to find and query the instance information of a specified class in the constructed ontology database. It mainly carries out structured query and reasoning based on RDF(S), OWL and other underlying knowledge models. Case retrieval is easier to combine with traditional retrieval. After the user enters the query request, the query request is transformed into the information represented by the semantic web. Combined with the semantic expansion algorithm, the query request is matched with the concepts in the ontology database. After matching, semantic reasoning is used to find relevant concepts and find the specified concepts. For the query concept, query all the instance information related to the concept through the graph in the RDF instance document, and these instance information is the final retrieval result. Now that there is the retrieval of ontology documents and instances, some studies begin to pay attention to the retrieval of semantic relations. Semantic relation retrieval is the retrieval of various complex relationships between concepts.

For example retrieval, a new semantic information retrieval system is proposed, as shown in Figure 1.

The framework mainly includes two parts: ontology processing module and formal query module. When the created ontology base is regarded as a

---

**Figure 1** Diagram of semantic information retrieval system.
knowledge base, the ontology processing module will automatically index the information resources. The formal query module takes keywords as input and the output is a SPARQL query record [6].

The purpose of term matching is to find the corresponding ontology information for the terms of each keyword, such as class, instance, attribute, etc. There are two matching methods for the name and tag of ontology information: the first method is formal matching, which is to use string matching technology to find similar terms in the knowledge base; the second method is semantic matching, which mainly uses a general ontology library such as WordNet to query semantically related terms [7, 8].

After term matching, the terms in the knowledge base k.b. can find their matching terms through different matching methods. Various matching methods have selected predefined trusted values to determine the quality of matching. Generally, the trusted value of direct matching is higher than that of synonym based matching. Term matching connects the concepts in the knowledge base with the terms in the keyword query. In this way, after term matching, the terms are no longer a string of characters, but interpreted as a string of information resources needed by users.

Semantic retrieval mainly relies on ontology and query conditions. Jena performs semantic reasoning to obtain query results, and then outputs the results to the client. According to the designed semantic information retrieval framework, the knowledge base (K.B.) is the ontology file, and the query condition is the ontology information resource after term matching. Semantic retrieval is to perform semantic reasoning on the ontology where the ontology information resource is located, and query and match the RDF instance file of the ontology with SPARQL language provided by Jena for the query request. Finally, the matching results are sorted and output [9].

The purpose of query result ranking is to rank the results closest to the user’s needs, so as to ensure the efficiency and quality of query. The sorting of query results can be regarded as the probability of generating query F through the query condition C given by the user in knowledge base K, which is expressed by \( P(F|K, C) \). In this way, the problem of sorting query results is transformed into a traditional probability problem. The key to sorting is to calculate this probability. Bayesian theorem can be used to calculate this probability, then:

\[
P(F|K, C) = \frac{P(K, C|F)P(F)}{P(K, C)}
\]  

(1)
where $P(F)$ is the prior probability of query $F$, and $P(K, C|F)$ is the probability of generating knowledge base and keywords in formal query.

Assuming that both knowledge base $K$ and query condition $C$ are independent events, $P(K, C|F)$ is divided into two parts, so the representation of $P(F|K, C)$ is shown as follows

$$P(F|K, C) = \frac{P(K|F)P(C|F)P(F)}{P(K)P(C)}$$ (2)

Expression (2) still cannot intuitively judge which factors $P(F|K, C)$ is related to. Therefore, Bayesian theorem is used again for $P(K|F)$ and brought into expression (2), and the following is obtained:

$$P(F|K, C) = \frac{P(F|K)P(F|C)}{P(F)} \propto P(F|K)P(F|C)$$ (3)

It can be seen intuitively that $P(F|K, C)$ is only related to $P(F|K)$ and $P(F|C)$, while $P(F|K)$ is the probability of generating $F$ in knowledge base $K$, and $P(F|C)$ is the probability of producing $F$ under query condition $C$. Therefore, only by calculating these two probabilities can we solve the sorting problem of query results.

### 3 Information Retrieval Based on Semantic Similarity

In the information retrieval based on semantic similarity, after the “partial matching” strategy of vector space model is applied to obtain the semantic vector of user query and document, the concepts and attributes in the vector are processed respectively. Considering the correlation between different concept instances and comparable attributes of concepts, the similarity is calculated respectively as the basis for choosing documents to complete semantic retrieval [10].

When $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the same branch concepts as shown in Figure 2(a), the sub concept of $\alpha U$ consists of two parts: the sub concept of $\beta$ and the semantic related concepts of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. the larger the proportion of the latter, the smaller the correlation between $\alpha$ and $\beta$. When $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are different branch concepts as shown in Figure 2(b), the sub concept of $U$ consists of three parts: the sub concept of $\alpha$, the sub concept of $\beta$ and the semantic related concepts of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. similarly, the larger the proportion of the latter indicates that $\alpha$, the smaller the correlation of $\beta$.
(a) $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are same branch concepts

(b) $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are different branch concepts

Figure 2 Structural diagram of same and different concepts.
The concept similarity between concepts $A$ and $B$ is defined as follows:

$$
Sim_c(A, B) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{\lambda}{DEP(U(\alpha, \beta) + 1)} & D(\alpha, \beta) \neq 0, \text{ Figure 2(a)} \\
\gamma \cdot \frac{SUB(\beta)}{D(\alpha, \beta)} & \text{Figure 2(b)} \\
\gamma \cdot \frac{SUB(\alpha) + SUB(\beta)}{SUB(U)} & D(\alpha, \beta) = 0
\end{cases}
$$

(4)

where $DEP(U(\alpha, \beta))$ is nearest root concept depth of $\alpha$ and $\beta$, $D(\alpha, \beta)$ is the distance between $\alpha$ and $\beta$, the values of them are non negative integers, $SUB(A)$ the number of all nodes of the ontology concept sub trees with $A$ as the root, $SUB(B)$ the number of all nodes of the ontology concept sub trees with $B$ as the root, $SUB(R)$ the number of all nodes of the ontology concept sub trees with $R$ as the root.

Each ontology concept has multiple different instances, and their difference lies in the different attribute values. Instances of different concepts may also contain the same attributes. Therefore, when comparing the similarity between two instances, only the concept similarity is not enough, and the similarity between concept attributes must be considered [1].

The similarity between attribute vectors $K$ and $W$ is as follows:

$$
Sim_p(K, W) = Sim_p(K', W') = \sum_{i=1}^{r} \frac{\phi_i + \psi_i}{2} \cdot Sim_i(k_i, w_i')
$$

(5)

where $\phi_i$ and $\psi_i$ are weights of attributes $k_i'$ and $w_i'$ in respective attribute vectors, which are pre set in ontology, $Sim_i(k_i', w_i')$ is similarity of attribute values, which is confirmed according to expert knowledge in process of constructing ontology.

After calculating the concept similarity of semantic vectors and the attribute similarity of concept instances, the complete semantic similarity between semantic vectors can be obtained, and corresponding expression is
listed as follows:

\[
Sim_Y(D_1, D_2) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{r} \max(\xi \cdot Sim_c(\alpha_i, \beta_i) + (1 - \xi) \cdot Sim_p(K_i, W_i))
\]

(6)

where \(D_1\) is the user query semantic vector, \(D_2\) is document feature semantic vector. \(\xi\) denotes the feature weight of semantic.

4 Theoretical Model of Improved Fish Swarm Algorithm
The improved fish swarm algorithm is used to optimized the basic parameters of semantic information retrieval model.

4.1 Initialize Individual Position of Artificial Fish School
The initialization of the basic artificial fish swarm algorithm is generated randomly within the feasible region, and the possibility of uneven distribution cannot be ruled out. The uneven distribution of artificial fish swarm is not conducive to the global convergence of the algorithm. According to the characteristics of chaotic Transformation: randomness, ergodicity and regularity, chaotic transformation is used to initialize the individual position of artificial fish school, which makes the initialized artificial fish have diversity and is conducive to the global convergence of the algorithm. The typical formula of chaotic transformation is shown as follows [12]:

\[
F_{i+1} = \eta \cdot F_i \cdot (1 - F_i), \quad 0 < F_i < 1
\]

(7)

where \(\eta\) denotes the controlling parameter.

4.2 Improvement of Foraging Behavior
Artificial fish swarm algorithm mainly involves three behaviors: foraging, clustering and tail chasing, and foraging behavior is the basis of algorithm convergence. Therefore, the improvement of foraging behavior is also one of the important factors to improve the performance of the algorithm. This paper mainly aims at the problem of finding the maximum value of the function (the same applies to the problem of finding the minimum value of the function). In the process of optimization, the larger the function value is, the closer it is to the optimal value, and the smaller the function value is, the farther it is from the optimal value.
Assuming that the state matrix of artificial fish at time $t$ is $X$, firstly, the fitness values for all artificial fish swarm is solved, and then arrange them in descending order according to the fitness values (function values), then the better fitness values will be the first and the worst will be the last. Let the sequence number of the $i$th individual at time $t$ be $M$. If $M=1$, it means that the position of the $i$th individual at time $t$ is the best in the group, that is, it is closest to the optimal value; If $M=fishNum$, it means that the position of the $i$th individual at time $t$ is the worst in the swarm, that is, it is the farthest from the optimal value.

$\vartheta$ is defined as the degree factor close to the optimal fish, which is calculated by

$$\vartheta = \frac{M}{FishNum}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $0 < \vartheta < 1$. The smaller the value of $\vartheta$, the closer it is to the optimal fish, and the larger the value of $\vartheta$, the farther it is from the optimal fish. When $\vartheta \in (0, 0.5)$, execute the following expression:

$$\begin{cases} V = \chi_1 \cdot V \\ F_j = F_i + V \cdot R \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\chi_1 > 1$.

The strategy of reducing the visual field is adopted for the fish group close to the optimal individual, which can effectively avoid the fish group falling into the local optimization; when $m \in (1/2, 1)$, execute the following expression:

$$\begin{cases} V = \chi_2 \cdot V \\ F_j = F_i + V \cdot R \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $0 < \chi_2 < 1$.

Only when the fish find food and their physical fitness is supplemented, the moving step of the fish will become larger.

Physical fitness transformation model is used to improved the fish swarm algorithm. Artificial fish swarm algorithm is an algorithm inspired by fish in nature, and the physical fitness transformation model is adapted according to the law between sports and physical fitness in nature. The consumption of physical fitness directly affects the moving step of fish swarm. Therefore, when improving the basic artificial fish swarm algorithm, the physical fitness of fish swarm has also become one of the factors we should consider. In the later stage of fish foraging, the physical energy is consumed to a certain extent, which will reduce the step length in the behavior of fish foraging,
crowding and tail chasing. If the fish continue to move with the previous step size, it is easy to make the fish fall into local optimization. It is particularly important to reduce the step size of the fish in time [14].

Physical transformation model: $\sigma$ is set as the threshold at which physical fitness begins to decay; $S$ represents the motion unit of the working fish, and the initial value is 0. With the iteration of the algorithm, $s$ will gradually increase. When the value of $S$ is greater than or equal to $\varphi$ It shows that the physical fitness of artificial fish begins to decline, which will affect the change of step size in the foraging, clustering and tail chasing behavior of artificial fish. Reduce the step size in each behavior according to the following expression:

$$ S = \kappa \cdot S $$

where $S$ denotes the step size, $\kappa$ denotes the physical attenuation factor, $0 < \kappa < 1$, $\sigma = 4$ in this research.

The basic procedure of improved fish swarm algorithm is listed as follows:

Step 1: Various parameters are set in the improved artificial fish swarm algorithm.
Step 2: The individual location of fish swarm is initialized based on expression (6).
Step 3: The aggregation and tail chasing behaviors of each artificial fish are carried out respectively. When the constraints are not met, the improved foraging behavior is implemented based on expressions (8) and (9).
Step 4: Judge the physical fitness of all fish groups if the conditions of physical fitness attenuation are met, the expression (10) is executed.
Step 5: Judge whether the termination conditions are met. If not, execute step 3; Otherwise, skip to step 6.
Step 6: The optimal value is returned.

5 Semantic Information Retrieval Simulation

The success rate is used as the evaluation standard of approximate sentence calculation of the evaluation model, and the recall rate and precision rate are used as the evaluation standards of information retrieval.

The success rate is calculated by [15]

$$ R_s = \frac{T_{TopN}}{N_s} $$

(12)
where \( R_s \) denotes the success rate of model, \( T_{TopN} \) denotes the number of times the TopN contains the most approximate data in sum tests, \( N_s \) denotes the total number of data on the test set.

Recall rate is calculated by

\[
R_r = \frac{D_r}{D_r + D_t} \tag{13}
\]

where \( D_r \) denotes the number of relevant data retrieved, \( D_t \) denotes the number of relevant data not retrieved.

The precision rate is calculated by

\[
R_p = \frac{D_r}{D_r + D_u} \tag{14}
\]

where \( D_u \) denotes the number of irrelevant data retrieved.

In order to solve the problem that sentences are not sensitive to sentence segment matching, that is, to prevent over fitting of sentences in model training, corpus segments are added for training. Cut sentences into segments:

\[
S_i = \{s_i, s_{i+1}s_{i+2}, \ldots, s_{i+n-1}\} \tag{15}
\]

Then the sentence with length \( L \) can be segmented into \( L + 1 - n \) segments. In order to make the training fragment contain the key information of the sentence, the fragment is filtered by the following formula

\[
Sd_i = \max_{j \in (i,i+n-1)} T(\omega_j) \tag{16}
\]

where \( T \) is the function that convert words to TF-IDF values, if \( Sd_i < \delta \), The \( i \)th segment is filtered out, otherwise it is used for corpus training.

The quality of classification directly affects the results of the model. In order to compare the short text classification effects of different models, 20000 short texts of finance, sports, entertainment and science and technology are used for training, and 200 short texts are used for testing. In order to analyze the effectiveness of the improved fish algorithm, the support vector machine and Rocchio method are also used to analyze the sample, and the simulation results are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the improved fish swarm algorithm based on word vector has higher accuracy than other classification methods. Therefore, it can be explained that taking word vector as training feature has stronger feature expression ability than taking word as feature unit, and
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Table 1  Classification accuracy based on different method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Classification</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rocchio Method</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved Fish Swarm Algorithm</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two classifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three classifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four classifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five classifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Top 10 success rare based on different methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Support Vector Machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rocchio method</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support vector machine</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved fish swarm algorithm</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Performance comparison among different methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision Rate</th>
<th>Recall Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rocchio method</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support vector machine</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved fish swarm algorithm</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

overcomes the problem of sparse features when traditional methods are used for text classification.

Take 2000 short texts for model training, and use 200 approximate sentences for testing. Rocchio method, support vector machine and improved fish swarm algorithm are used for classification test simulation. The experimental results are shown in Table 2.

As seen from Table 2, the improved fish swarm algorithm can obtain highest success rate, therefore the improved fish swarm algorithm has highest generalization ability.

In order to test the practicability of the model for information retrieval, this paper compares the traditional keyword matching retrieval with this model from two aspects: precision and recall. 200 retrieval tests were conducted out of 2000 retrieved information.

As seen from Table 3, the improved fish swarm algorithm can obtain highest precision rate and recall rate among three methods, the information retrieval method based on the improved fish swarm algorithm is not limited by the literal matching of information, so it has a higher recall rate than keyword retrieval.
6 Conclusions

An improved fish swarm algorithm is proposed for Web semantic information retrieval, and the word vector is used to classification of short text, and the invalid search domain can be shortened to improve the success rate of approximate sentence. The improved fish swarm algorithm can carry out approximate sentence computation. Simulation analysis show that the improved fish swarm algorithm has highest generalization ability, the proposed improved fish swarm algorithm has higher precision classification accuracy and success rate, and has higher recall rate and precision rate.
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